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RPG based Idle/Clicker Style Game. Fight against endless wave of monsters.
Level up, unlock bonuses, craft and upgrade equipments and hold your ground. 5d3b920ae0
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$4 (US) for the most bare bones idler. Typical upgrade options, mobile grade graphics, only grinds when the game is open. If it
were less money it would make for an ok time waster and achievement grab but for what this game is at this price point, I
cannot suggest it when so many other free idle/clicker titles exist. Also "Click the lamp"? Well I'd love to but my character is in
the way, and I didn't even notice the damn thing behind him until maybe fifteen minutes of gameplay.. Not the biggest fan of
clickers but. This one is good for achivements and killing time. Alot of options in game not just a clicker. you have got to check
skills talents upgrades and in game adventures are pretty end game which makes you spend more time focusing something. I
actually enjoyed it. 17 hours solid and keep playing. Thumbs up Jamiryu.. I didn't know a mobile game could eat up 25-30% of
my Ryzen 2700x CPU and 25-30% of my Geforce 1660 TI GPU while MINIMIZED.. $4 (US) for the most bare bones idler.
Typical upgrade options, mobile grade graphics, only grinds when the game is open. If it were less money it would make for an
ok time waster and achievement grab but for what this game is at this price point, I cannot suggest it when so many other free
idle/clicker titles exist. Also "Click the lamp"? Well I'd love to but my character is in the way, and I didn't even notice the damn
thing behind him until maybe fifteen minutes of gameplay.. I didn't know a mobile game could eat up 25-30% of my Ryzen
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2700x CPU and 25-30% of my Geforce 1660 TI GPU while MINIMIZED.. Not the biggest fan of clickers but. This one is good
for achivements and killing time. Alot of options in game not just a clicker. you have got to check skills talents upgrades and in
game adventures are pretty end game which makes you spend more time focusing something. I actually enjoyed it. 17 hours
solid and keep playing. Thumbs up Jamiryu.
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